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12/23/18
Domestic Shipping Form
Mail Operations
mailoperations@fgcu.edu
(239)590-1319
This Section is Completed by ORGS
Screening Result:      
Form Completion Instructions
 ·  This form must be completed and submitted as an electronic form.
 ·  This form requires an electronic signature.
 ·  Complete one form for items shipped to the same address. 
 ·  Due to the nature of the information collected, the person on whose behalf the shipment is made must complete Parts A, B, C and D of this form.
Questions on Domestic Mailing or Shipping 
Contact Mail Operations at  590-1319  or mailoperations@fgcu.edu
 
 Questions on Packing Hazardous Materials
Contact Environmental Health and Safety  590-1414 or ehs@fgcu.edu 
Part A: Individual Initiating Shipment and Contact Information 
2.  Individual Responsible for Packing the item is same as A.1.
3.  Department Contact is the same as A.2.
Part B: Information about Shipment
The shipment only contains 
A.  Documents, technical data or information that 
 · are non-scientific/technical, e.g., admission paperwork, transcripts, administrative paperwork, artwork OR
 · contain knowledge in science and engineering performed by institutions of higher learning in the U.S. carried out openly and without restrictions on publication, access to, or dissemination of the research results, OR
 · that are widely published or available in libraries, newsstands, bookstores, subscriptions, free web sites, or disclosed in published patent applications.
AND/OR
B.  Non-electronic promotional items or apparel.
The individual responsible for packing the shipment has completed the FedEx or similar shipping training.
The items being shipped may require an export control license or other agreement. The information provided on this form is used by the Research Compliance Coordinator to help make these determinations.  If a license or agreement is required, it can take up to 6 months to obtain one. 
Please list each item to be shipped; one item per row.  
( Add a row by pressing 
on the last line. You can add rows; contact the Research Compliance Coordinator if more are needed. Press
to delete that row.)
Common Name
Show Proper Shipping Name  in (  )
example:  car battery 
(batteries wet, non spillable)
Item's 1. Manufacturer 2. Model/Serial #  3. URL or attach copy of specs
List manufacturer on line 1, etc.
# of Items/ Volume Shipping
US $  Value
Item Classification #s
 list all #'s that appl
(use table below)
Use Classification Below to classify what will be shipped.
Hazard 
Class
(0 if no Haz. Class) 
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Shipping Instructions
Item Classification Table
(use to complete above column, Export Control Classification #'s,)         
1.   Documents related to collaborative scholarship/research
2.   Item typically required to carry out my professional activities
3.   Specimens including air, dirt, water, animal, bug, plant, rock, artifact
4.   Chemical, Biological, Special Agents, Microorganisms
5.   Biotechnology* or Biomedical Engineering 
6.   Computers, Related Equipment, Software
7.   Radiological Materials/Equipment
8.   Lasers or Directed Energy 
9.   Telecommunications
10.  Information Security
11.  Electronics Design, Development, Production
12.  Materials Technology* or Processing  
13.  Marine Vehicles, Equipment, Components, Systems, Technology* 
14.  Armament, Energetic Materials, Explosives
15.  Remote Sensing, Imaging, Reconnaissance
16.  Satellite or Space-related Vehicles, Equipment, Components 
17.  Sensors or Sensor Technology* 
18.  Navigation, Avionics, Flight Control or Associated Equipment
19.  Guidance Technology* or Weapons
20.  Military Vehicles & Equipment         
21.  Nuclear Materials, Facilities, Components, Equipment
22.  Propulsion Systems or Related Equipment
23.  Robotics
24.  Other, describe in above field "Describe EC Classif #24"
* “technology” is not necessarily limited to the device on which information, specifications, technical data, or instructions that pertain to any item or software described on the CCL or USML is stored. It includes (1) the specific information necessary for the operation, installation maintenance, repair, refurbishing, etc. of items on the on the CCL or USML; (2) technical data such as blueprints, plans, diagrams, models, formulae, tables, engineering designs and specifications, manuals; and (3) technical assistance such as instruction, skills, training, working knowledge, consulting services, etc.
Part C: Recipient (Shipments cannot be made to PO Box addresses)
Part D: Certification of Shipment Contents
I, the individual on whose behalf the shipment is being made, certify the information provided in Parts A, B and C of this form is correct to the best of my knowledge. 
An electronic signature is required.
Part E: Federal Express Services
Signature Options
Insurance $0 - $100.00 free; $101.00  - $300.00  is  $3.00;  $300.01 - $50,000.00 is $1.00/$100.00
Part F:  Billing Authorization
Bill to:
An electronic signature is required.
Attach printed form to package and deliver package to Mail Operations for shipping.
Submit completed form electronically to the ORGS Research Compliance Coordinator at research@fgcu.edu or press
Visual Compliance Screening
This section is completed the the ORGS Research Compliance Coordinator or Designee
Recipient/Entity Screening
Recipient
Resident of 
(City, Country)
VC Screening Results: Individual
Institution
VC Screening Results:   Entity
VC Item Screening
Common Name
Technical Name in (  )
example:  muriatic acid 
( hydrochloric acid)
Item's 1. Manufacturer 2. Model/Serial #  3. URL or attach copy of specs
List manufacturer on line 1, etc.
# of Items/ Volume Shipping
USD Value
Classification #s
 list all #'s that apply to item
(use classification table below)
Use Classification Below to classify what will be shipped.
Classification #s
ECCN
License Y/N
Export Control (EC) Classification Table of Items, Equipment, Services and/or Information to be Shipped 
(use to complete above column, Export Control Classification #'s,)         
1.   Documents related to collaborative scholarship/research
2.   Item typically required to carry out my professional activities
3.   Museum Specimens
4.   Chemical, Biological, Special Agents, Microorganisms
5.   Biotechnology* or Biomedical Engineering 
6.   Computers, Related Equipment, Software
7.   Radiological Materials/Equipment
8.   Lasers or Directed Energy 
9.   Telecommunications
10.   Information Security
11.  Electronics Design, Development, Production
12.  Materials Technology* or Processing  
13.  Marine Vehicles, Equipment, Components, Systems, Technology* 
14.  Armament, Energetic Materials, Explosives
15.  Remote Sensing, Imaging, Reconnaissance
16.  Satellite or Space-related Vehicles, Equipment, Components 
17.  Sensors or Sensor Technology* 
18.  Navigation, Avionics, Flight Control or Associated Equipment
19.  Guidance Technology* or Weapons
20.  Military Vehicles & Equipment         
21.  Nuclear Materials, Facilities, Components, Equipment
22.  Propulsion Systems or Related Equipment
23.  Robotics
24.  Other, describe in above field "Describe EC Classif #24"
* “technology” is not necessarily limited to the device on which information, specifications, technical data, or instructions that pertain to any item or software described on the CCL or USML is stored. It includes (1) the specific information necessary for the operation, installation maintenance, repair, refurbishing, etc. of items on the on the CCL or USML; (2) technical data such as blueprints, plans, diagrams, models, formulae, tables, engineering designs and specifications, manuals; and (3) technical assistance such as instruction, skills, training, working knowledge, consulting services, etc.
ORGS Export Controls Screening Result           
EHS Packaging Review Needed
Screening Date:      
EHS Sign-off of Shipment
Packaging           
11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364
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